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The last years have seen a growth in statistical applications in which
the data and the unobserved quantity of interest are linked by a com-
plex mechanism. Additionally, the object that we wish to reconstruct
from the data can have in its own a complicated structure. To handle
such problems requires the development of new methods and a de-
tailed mathematical understanding of the underlying models which are
currently subject of intensive research.

To illustrate the power of modern statistical procedures, we give
a short survey on spot volatility estimation, which is a very intricate
problem within nonparametric statistics. Here, the data come from
financial assets, traded on short time intervals, such as milliseconds.
The goal is to reconstruct from these observations the so called spot
volatility which is a (random) function measuring the local variability
of the price over time. The spot volatility is an important quantity
for risk management and since it cannot be observed directly, stable
reconstruction methods are crucial.

The main issue with these data is that there are two layers of ran-
domness. The first one originates from the price dynamic; under the
efficient price hypothesis, this dynamic describes the evolution of a
financial asset over time. But the observed prices are additional-
ly perturbed by a second layer of randomness. One reason for that
are rounding errors; prices are usually given in full cent. But there
are various other effects, which are summarized under the generic
term ‘microstructure noise’. From a statistical perspective, microstruc-
ture noise is very unpleasant as it makes the spot volatility almost
invisible in the data. As the name indicates, microstructure effects
are comparably small. But, if we channel the data through a recon-
struction procedure for the spot volatility, the outcome will typically
be far away from the truth. In statistics, errors should cancel out,
microstructure effects, however, tend to add up and to dominate the
reconstructions.

To find a reconstruction of the spot volatility which is unaffected by
microstructure effects, one can study the following simple toy model

first. Suppose we observe n prices Y1,n, . . . , Yn,n at time points i/n
with

Yi,n = �Wi/n + ✏i,n, i = 1, . . . , n.
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Here, (Wt )t�0 denotes a Brownian motion modeling the efficient price
and� is the (constant) spot volatility. The random variables ✏i,n are in-
dependent standard normal distributed and represent the microstruc-
ture noise. The two sources of randomness (efficient price and mi-
crostructure noise) are assumed to be independent. What we observe
is therefore a Gaussian process and all information is contained in its
covariance structure. Looking at the eigenvalues of the covariance,
one finds that only few of these eigenvalues (of the order of

p
n out

of n) contain information about the quantity of interest � . Taking this
into account, � can now be reconstructed from the data Y1,n, . . . , Yn,n
by a filtering and weighting scheme. Although a solution in a restrict-
ed model does not automatically provide a solution in a more general
setting, it might nevertheless lead to new insights. And here it does.
In fact, understanding the toy model above leads to a general recon-
struction method that is unaffected by microstructure noise. One even
can show that if more and more data are available, the so reconstruct-
ed spot volatility approximates the truth with the best possible speed
which any reconstruction method in this problem theoretically could
achieve.

The following real data example relies on prices of Euro-BUND fu-
tures (FGBL) for which up to 30.000 trades per day are available. In
Figure 1, the data and the reconstructed spot volatility for one trad-
ing day are displayed. Apparently, the spot volatility is quite stable
and increases slightly until 2 p.m. During this time period, we see
therefore an increased market uncertainty and higher fluctuations of
the underlying efficient price. In the early afternoon the method de-
tects large variations of the spot volatility. These changes are typically
linked to external events, such as macroeconomic announcements.
Notice that we do not observe the classical volatility pattern, where
the volatility is high at the opening and low during a ‘lunch break’.
For our reconstructions we use a notion of volatility that is indepen-
dent of the underlying trading intensity which causes these standard
patterns. The representation of the spot volatility chosen in Figure
1 is in particular suitable for detection of events that are specific to
one day.
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Figure 1 Application to real data. Upper: Price on June, 4th 2007 between 9 a.m. and 6
p.m. Lower: Reconstructed spot volatility. (Figure taken from [1])

Day Market Uncertainty maximal spot volatility during announcement

Jan-11 0 0.459

Feb-08 0 0.541

Mar-08 0 0.490

Apr-12 0 0.331

May-10 0 0.330

Jun-06 0 0.191

Jul-05 0 0.587

Aug-02 0.05 1.286

Sep-06 0.1 0.906

Oct-04 0.03 0.621

Nov-08 0 0.869

Dec-06 0 1.119

average over days above 0.644

average over all days in 2007 0.551

Table 1 Market uncertainty and maximal spot volatility during monthly announcements on
key interests rates. (Table taken from [1])

As application, we study the effect of macroeconomic events on the
spot volatility. Table 1 shows the maximal value of the reconstruct-
ed spot volatility during the monthly announcements of the European
Central Bank on key interest rates in 2007, which are of major impor-
tance for economy. Few days before the release, the predictions of
analysts on the outcome are recorded. The first column in Table 1
shows the standard deviation of these predicted values. A high stan-
dard deviation refers to a high market uncertainty and should therefore
be reflected by a larger spot volatility. Indeed the values in Table 1 sug-
gest such a relationship. Secondly, we find that the average maximum
of these days is higher than the average over all days in 2007 giving
further evidence that key interest announcements lead to an increase
in uncertainty.

An implementation of the presented method and further exam-
ples can be found in the Matlab based SpotvolToolbox available from
www.stochastik.math.uni-goettingen.de/SpotvolToolbox. k
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